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ABSTRACT 
Excitons in semiconducton, can be apin-polarized under optical selective excitation by polarized radiation ( o p  

tical orientation) or due to epin relaxation and sublevel mixing in an external magnetic field. The paper deals 
with optical phenomena where spin-polarized excitons generated in eemiconductor nanoetmcturea play an impor- 
tant role. Firstly, both optical orientation and optical alignment of excitons in type 11 GaAs/AlAs superlattices 
are considered and effects of the d o t r o p i c  electron-hole exchange interaction and external magnetic field on the 
photolumineacence polarization are analyzed. Secondly, magnetic-field-induced anticrossing of excitonic sublevels 
is Jiecused taking into account the wid and anisotropic exchange aplittings, spin-relaxation and difference in the 
lifetimea of radiative and non-radiative exciton states. Next, the localized and bound excitons are shown to act 
as intermediate etates in resonant Raman scattering by apin fips of holes bound to acceptom in G&/AlGaAs 
multiple quantum wells. The analysie of polarized Raman spectra permite to  make decisive conclusions concerning 
microscopic mech&ma of the observed scattering proeesees. Finally, the doubly-reaonant 2s-1s LO-usisted sec- 
ondary emission obeerved in CdTe/CdMnTe quantum-well structures is described w a procese with spin-polarized 
hot la-excitona acting aa real intermediate atates. 

1, INTRODUCTION 
The exciton spin polarization in bulk semicondudon, waa extensively studied in 70-iea and early 80-ies (see 

the review1 and references therein). In  the absence of an external magnetic field spin-polarized excitons can be 
generated under optical pumping with circularly polarized photona: due to spin-orbit coupling of electronic states 
the selection mlea for optical interbud transitions provide a converaion of photon polarization into photocarrier 
or exciton spin orientation. In accordance with the selection rulea the radiative recombination of spin-polarized 
excitons results in the circular polarization of the photolumineacence thus making possible optical detection of the 
spin polarization. The optical orientation of excitonic spins ie a particular cwe of the more general phenomenon, 
namely, the selective optical excitation of excitonic sablevela. Another example of the selective excitation is the 
secalled optical alignment of excitons by linearly polarbed radiation: ih contraat to the optical orientation which 
mean8 just the photoinduced difference in the populations of the exciton states Im > with the epin m = fl, the 
linearly-polarized light can excite preferentially the exciton state (I + 1 > +eiO) - 1 >)/a with a definite direction 
of oscillating electric-dipole moment (a  d u e  of the phaae 0 in determined by the direction of the light polarization 
plane). Application of an external field (magnetic field, strain) reduces symmetry of the syetem and can lead to 
interconnection between exciton optical orientation and alignment in which c u e  it is necessary to consider not only 
circular-circular and linear-linear but ale0 mixed circular-linear or linear-circular configurations of the polariaer 
and analyzer. 

The optical orientation effect can be readily observed if the epin relaxation time, r,, is not too small relative to 
the exciton lifetime, r. If however 7, a r a more convenient method ie to observe the thermal orientation of spins 
in a magnetic field: due to  spin relaxation upper and lower split sublevels become selectively populated even under 
unpolarized excitation. There exiat also non-thermal mechanisms of exciton spin polarization under unpolarized 
excitation, they are connected with maepetiofield-induced mixing and anticroesing (see e.gaa) of excitonic sublevels. 

The present paper touches w i o w  aapects of the exciton spin polarization in semiconductor nanostructures. 
Optical eelective excitation of excitonic aublevels in type II superlatticea ia conaidered in Section 2. The results 
on optically-detected exciton level-anticrossing in an external magnetic field are presented in Section 3. Bound 
and localized spin-polarbed excitons acting as intermediate states in resonant b a n  spin-flip scattering proceasea 
are analyzed in Section 4. Section 6 is devoted to optical orientation of hot excitons and their involvement in the 
doubly-resonant 2s - l a  secondary emiseion observed recently in CdTe/Cdl,,Mn,Te quantum well structures3. 

2. OPTICAL ORIENTATION AND ALIGNMENT OF EXCITONS 
IN GaAa/AIAs SUPERLATTICES 

We show the efficiency of optical selective excitation methoda on GaAs/AlAn(001) superlatticea which are a 
convenient model object to study type I - type II tramitions in heterostmctum. Really, depending on the layer 
thickneaees the bottom of the conduction band in these structurea ia formed mainly either from etatea of the r- 
minimum in the GkAe layer (type I) or  from statee of the X-minimum in the Alke layer (type II). The lowest 
excitonic level el  - hhl(  l a )  in both typee C O M ~ S ~ ~ I  of four sublevels taking into account the electron (fl/2) and heavy 
hole (f3/2) spin degeneracy. Symmetry conaidemtiona rhow that, in an ideal stmcture, due to the electron-hole 
exchange interaction the exdton state in split into & radiative doublet and two dosalying non-radiative eublevels. 
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However experiments on polarized luminescence resonantly excited by circularly or linearly polarized  light'^^ and 
on optically detected magnetic monanced showed that, for locdized excitona in !ype II GaAa/A1Ae superlatticur, 
(i) the degeneracy of the radiative doublet is lifted, (i) the two split sublevels are dipole-active along the [llO] 
and [lIO] directions in the layer plane, and (i) in a single superlattice with fixed layer thicknesses two classes of 
excitone can be excited simultaneously with the same value but opposite signs of the anisotropic exchange eplitting. 
In ' we have explained the nature of this giant anisotropic splitting taking into account the mixing of heavy and 
light hole states on the interfacea and connecting the two classes of l o c a l i d  excitona with those attached to the 
GaAs/AlAs and A l h / G a A s  interfaces. The recent numerical calculations' have confirmed the proposed idea about 
coneiderable heavy-light hole mixing by the (001) inteface a t  normal incidence of the hole. 

Optic4 orientation m d  alignment of excitona can be described by u ing  the density matrix forrnalis~n'~~~~. In 
u steady-state regime of photoexcitation, the components pj j i  of the localized-exciton density matrix satisfy the 
kinetic eauation 

i (2) I.?.  + x  [p,.Hsod+%] = G .  

The terms on the lefbhand Bide take account of the exciton recombination, spin relaxation, exchange and Zeeman 
interaction in the preaence of magnetic field B, G ia the generation matrix. Let Im)o be the basis states of the 
el - hhl(1r) exciton with the angular momentum component m = a, + J ,  = fl, f 2 .  In this basis the exchange 
term in the spin H d t o n i k a  is given by 

where 6, are the exchange interaction conetaate' with 62 describing the above-mentioned anisotropic exchange 
splitting. The recombimation term has a standart form 

where G j , j i  ia the Kronecker symbol, 5, in the radiative lifetime for the exdton states I f  l ) ~ ,  7;' is the non-radiative 
rtccombination rate which is usually asssumed to  be the same for all states. 

Neglecting for simplicity the exciton spin relaxation we obtain for the photoluminescence circular poluiaation 
under resonant circularly-polarized excitation in the longitudinal magnetic field 

where z is the growth direction of the structure, 6 = 62/h, hnll = (38h - &&, & is the electron longitudinal 
g-factor, gh is the heavy-hole g-factor defined so 88 the hole Zeemm energies are given by f3/2gh&3, is the 
Bohr magneton, T z rk1, is the cixular polarization degree of the incident light. In type II G a A e / U s  
superlattices the anisotropic splitting exceeds the value of h/r so that (Gr)a > 1 and a t  zero magnetic field the 
pidoluIEiiiwcence is practically unpolarkd. The longitudinal magnetic field supresaes the depolariziny cifect of 
uisotropic exchange interaction and pennits to observe the optical orientation of excitons (see Fig.1). 
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5 0.5 - Fig. 1 Rentoration of circular 
pol&&tion of the el - Ah1 exaton 
luminescence in the preaence of the 
longitudinal magnetic field. Croenea & - 
are experimental points, solid curve 
is cdculated by wing equation 
Po a 1 - [1 + (B/BI,$'I-' 
with Bill = 0.26 T. 
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Eq,(4) describes relative radiation intermities only for circular-circular, polwization configurations. A complete 
set of relations between polarizations of the incident and secondary radiations can be presented in the following 
form 

Here 9 and 91 are the degreee of linear polarization referred respectively to the rectangular axes x 11 [ l fo] ,  y ( 1  [llO] 
and d II [ ~ O O l I  sr I t  [0101: 

I:, - 1; 
1; + 3; ‘ 

, a , = -  Is - I$l a=--- 
1, + I ,  

the superscript 0 indicateu polarization of the incident light. 
The following additional conclusions can be made from the analysie of Eqs.(57):  (1) For large anisotropic 

splitting, GI > T - ~ ,  the polarization 91 ie negligibly small irrespective to the incident light polarization and 
magnetic field value. (2) At zero field, the excitons can be aligned under optical pumping in the polarization E 11 z 
or y in agreement with the above-mentioned fact that the split radiative sublevels are polarized along the [IIO] and 
(1 101 directions. (3) The magnetic-field-induced depoldzation of optical alignment is described by the Lorentz- 
type curve with the haifwidth 81 /2  I: )63/ (3gh -&)MI which also governs the restoration of Pa. (4) Eqs.(5-7) give 
tlte polarization aa a function of the magnetic field B, for excitons with fixed sign of C, If excitons of both claases 
are taken into consideration the &odd polarization degrees should be reduced because of the compensation. In 
the absence of complete compensation, 1.e. if the densities of states for the two classes of localized excitone differ 
from each other, the circular-telinear or linear-tecircular conversion can take place with the effect being maximal 
at B = Bl/2. The spin relaxation processes modify the 6x6 matrix connecting Po, 9, l+ with el q, F$ but 
anyhow the main concluaions hold valid. 

The time-resolved polarized photoluminescence can be &o F a y z e d  in the frame of the density-matrix formal- 
ism by adding to the left-hand side of Eq.(l) the time derivative dpldt .  Due to the adsotropic splitting between the 
[lIO]- and [IlO]-polarized sublevels the selective excitation of localized excitonic states with a < 100 > polarized 
light ie followed by polarization quantum beats with the period 3 = 2xh/ )64  This enables one to make the most 
direct measurements of the splitting 62 . The experimental values of 62 measured by optically detected magnetic 
resonance and quantum beate techniquea are presented in Fig.2 together with the theoretical curves. The similar 
quantum beats can be excited with a M a r l y  p o l h d  light pulse. Moreover, in the cue of two claases of excitons 
with different populations the circular p o l h a t i o n  oscillation coexists with an appeazance and r/2-phaae-ahifted 
omillation of linear polarization 81 in a aimilar faahion aa the circular and linerv polarizations coexist in the light 
wave propagating perpendicularly to  the principal axis of a birefringent medium. The transveree magnetic field 
B 1 I couples the radiative and non-radiative states in which case two perioda are observed in the quantum beats 
the long and short periode conwponding to the small and large eplitting energies of the excitonic quartet” . 
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Fig. 2 Anisotropic exchange splitting of 
the radiative doublet as a function of 
the GaAaJAlAs superlattice period. 
Triangleso and rhoruben’ show experi- 
m e n t d  results, solid and daahed curves 
are calculated by using slightly different 
modelsT, 
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S. OPTICALLY DETECTED EXClTON LEVEL-ANTICROSSING 
Thie eection reeponda to  the experiment" aad extenda the theory of opticdly-detected anticroesing of excitonic 

levels in the longitudinal magnetic field, B 11 I ,  from bulk cryetals a to euperlattices. The praliminary reedte have 
been reported in 9. 

The energiee of the Zeeman-split quartet are given by 

1 1 
&,a = $60 f J6,1+ (3gh - I E3,r = ~ [ - b o  f (39A + g!)@] 

At zero magnetic field the etatea 1,2 are the [ l l O ] -  and [lIO]-polarized excitone, the sublevels 3,4 coincide with the 
above baaia excitonic etatea I f 2)o aince zerc-field splitting between them is hereafter neglected (61 = 0). At two 
particular values of B the E3 level croesea the levels El and Es. Near the croeaing points the etatea 1 ,3 or 2,3 can 
be atrongly mixed even by a weak eymmetry-breaking potential V that couplea radiative and non-radiative atatee. 
'I'hia effect known aa the level-anticroeaing can lead to aremarkable non-thermal exciton epin poltuhation under 
nnpolarized excitation. One can eet for the matrix elements of thin perturbation 

%,mi = Vorl , ,~  , ~ m m l  - 61m-m41,i (8) 

which cornponds  to the preaence of a emdl trsneverae mqnetic-field component, BI. In thia cue the anticroeeing 
parameter, K, b proportional to the electron tmeverae g-factor, 8.1, because for heavy holea g i  = 0. Similarly, 
one can also consider the a a t i c r o h g  mechkIliem due to etatic diatortiona m i x i i  the heavy-hole etatea f 3 / 2  in 
which case qmmi = 6lmrmil,3. It b convenient to expand the eigenstates l j )  (j = 1 - 4)  of the epin Hamiltonian 
'H = 'H,d +'HB t V ~ IL  tenne of the bash etstes, eo that 

In order to calculate the intenaity and polarization of the localized exciton photolumineacence we explore the 
following set of eteady-etate rate equations for the level populations fj: 

1 
1') + r, 1 

a * 
Gj = Gr CCjmMm + Go = (e, f i+) M*a = 0 e (15) I m  I 

Here rr and TO are the radiative and non-radiative lifetimea introduced in the previous eection, qmmt = 61m-mil,l 

or 61m-mq,3 depending on whether the interlevel tmeitione are connected with epin-fipe of an electron or a hole 
within the exciton. In our calculation we conaidered the latter poeeibility. The factor wjrj takea into account the 
difference in tnurefer ratee for transitione from lower to higher levels and uicu uerro. For type II euperlattices, 
the aplittings lEji - Ejl are emdl in comparieon to the thermal energy ~ B T  even for T = 2 K and one can 
put wjlj = 1, For type I euperlattica, the exchange interaction energy ie comparable with the liquid helium 
temperature and the factom W j I j ,  W j j l  can noticeably differ from each other. The poaitive coefficiente Gt and 
GO axe proportional to the initial light intensity. They deacribe the generation ratea (direct optical excitation 
or transitions from higher excitonic etatea) reepectively polarization-dependent and -independent ( e  itl the initial 
polarization unit vector). Under exactly reaonant excitation Go a G,, the oppoeite inequality takes place in 
the case of non-reaonaat photoexcitation of h e  carriers far into the band. For quaai-reeonant (or cloee-toedge) 
excitation, G, and GO axe expected to be of the eame order of magnitude. The inteneitiea of the photolumineecence 
c i r c u l u l y - p o l h d  componente are given by 

Note that the above rate eqaationa we valid prdvided the aplittinge lEjt - Ejl (j # j') exceed the energy 
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uncertainty charac te r id  by the parameter h(r;' + r;' + r;'). Othemiee one ehould apply the exciton apin- 
deneity-matrix formalism. 

Fig.3 shows the total intensity, I = I+ + I - ,  and the degree of circular polarization, Pc = ( I+ - I - ) / I ,  of 
the photoluminescence aa a function of the longitudinal magnetic field under unpolarized quasi-reaonant optical 
excitation. The values of parameters used in the calculation are given in the figure caption. Due to the zero-field 
splitting 61 of the radiative doublet (see ineet in FSg.3a) b o  level-anticroeeing aignals are clearly seen both in 
I4g.Ja and Fig.3b. Physically, there are two independent reasons leading to the resonant behaviour of I and Pc: 
(l).the difference between the generation rates, 2(G, +Go) and 2G0, to the radiative (m = f l )  and non-radiative 
(m f 2) etates, ( 2 )  the difference between the lifetimes, ror,/(ro + 7,) and 70, of these two paira of atates. IT the 
reaaon 1 ie dominant then the anticroeeing in manifested by a reaonant decrease in intensity and by an appearance 
of poeitive/negative nonthermal circulu polarization respectively for the lower sad higher radiative levels. On the 
contrary, if the reason 2 in more important which ia the m e  for the parameters chosen in Fig.3 one ehould obeerve 
an increasing inteneity and negative/poeitive Po respectively for the lower- and higher-field anticroesinge. Thia is in 
agreement with the experimental data  presented in 11, Under optical excitation with circalady polarized light, the 
anticroaaing signal ie superimposed on the emooth curve P,(B) arising due to optical orientation of exciton angular 
momenta (the inset in Mg.3b). Thue, the derived theory explainn the observed" variation of Po with magnetic 
field and predicte resonant change in intensity by a few pment .  

0 0.1 0 0.1 
MAGNETIC FIELD ('T) 

Fig. 3. The calculated magnetic-field dependences of photoluminescence intensity ( a  and circular polarization 
( b )  under quasi-resonant unpolarized optical excitation. The parametera used are: gc  = 2.08,39h = 2.5 ,60  = 
4.5peVt6a = 2peV,& = 0 (for the G&/AlAa superlattice 17.4 h/26 h '), G ,  = GO,TO/T, = 4,7,/10 > 
1, lEjl - Ejl keT (type II superlattice, the unthermal id  quartet). The insets show: ( a )  the energy-level 
diagrasl for the heavy-hole exciton and ( b )  the photoluminescence circular polarization for unpolarized, left ( u - )  
and right (u+) circularly polarized excitatione. 

i 

4. RESONANT RAMAN SCATTERING DUE TO ACCEPTORBOUND-HOLE SPIN-FLIPS 
In thia eection we coneider epin-polarhed excitone acting aa intermediate etates in Raman scattering by spin 

nips of acceptor-bound holes obeerved in p type  GaAa/Al.Ga~,.Aa multiple quantum   el la'^. The experiment waa 
performed in the backscattering M a y  configuration z(uv, U A ) ~ ,  z being parallel to the heteroetructure growth 
direction and = f, X = f denoting the circular polazhation of the exciting and scattered light respectively. 
The spin-flip Raman ecattering (SFRS) under consideration in related to tranuitionn within the magnetic-field-split 
ground state of the neutral acceptor and involves the angular-momentum ilipe +3/2  + - 3 / 2  or - 3 / 2  + + 3 / 2  of 
a hole bound to an acceptor. The effect exhibits reaonance behaviour and the scattering efficiency ie significant 
d y  within a narrow frequency region between the low-energy edge of the photolumineacence epectrum and the 
fundamental-absorption edge of the type I heterostructure (F'ig.4). The polarization of both the Stokes and anti- 
Stokea componenta was found to depend on the excitation energy, and a t  least two different mechanism were 
identified to contribute to the bound-hole-related SFRS. An well aa in the previoua eectione the following theoretical 
considerations are baaed on the selection rules for optical excitation (and &ion) of el - hhl excitons in the 
G&/AlGkAs quantum well: tranaition to the states I - 1/2,3/2) and 11/2, -3/2) are allowed respectively for u+ 
and 4, polarizationa and the etatea 11/2,3/2) and I - 1/2, -3/2) are inactive in the dipole approximation. Here in 
the notation 11, m) the first and eecond eymbole indicate the projection of the electron and hole spin on the z axis. 
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Fig. 4 Resonance profile of the SFRS 
efficiency for the z(u-,  u+ + u,) l  configuration 
in a magnetic field B = 10 T (dashed 
line, full dots). Photohmineacence 
spectrum of the multiple-quantum-wells 
46/110 ale0 for B = 10 T and excitation 
at  hw = 1,7 eV (solid line). The circles 
and dashed-dotted line show the dependence 
of the c i d a r  poluization, Po, on the 
initial phonon energy under circularly-polarized 
excitation. (From la) 

Under excitation at  the high-energy edge, both Stokes and anti-Stokes lines are observed in the parallel z(u,,, u,,)z 
configurations with their intensities being independent on the sign of 7. The componding  scattering process (prc. 
cess B in the notations of 12) includes three stages: (Bl) Absorption of a uv photon followed by formation of 
a three-particle complex consisting of a reaonantly photoexcited spiq-polarized exciton I - 71/2, q3/2) and an 
equilibrium hole bound to an acceptor neighboring the exciton localization are& (B2) Ae a result of the hole-hole 
"ilipstop" interaction 

m, mA + m, -mA 

the acceptor-bound hole changea its sign from m~ = &3/2 to - m ~  whereas the spin m of the hole in the exciton 
remains unchanged. (B3) Emission of a uq secondary photon by the localized exciton I - q1/2, q3/2). 

The flipstop interaction operator accounting for the proceee B can be written aa 

31f-r = u!(A+u$ + A-41) I (17) 
where A+ and A- are complex-conjugate coefficients, ug = u$ f iu;,  u t  and uf are the analogs of the Panli 
matrices for a f3/2 hole in the localized exciton (h) or a t  the acceptor (A). The operator (17) is similar to the 
contribution of J:rS; rS j s  + JisSiySj, to the spin-spin Hamiltonian of the magnetic ions that induces transitions 
with Arni = fl, Amj = 0, where i and j are numbers of the ions and %,mj are the eigenvalues of the spin 
operators Si.,Sj,. In the axial approximation 13 ,  A& = f ( p ) p $ ,  where pf = p+ f i p ,  and (p . ,p , )  is the two- 
dimensiond vector connecting the acceptor site with the center of localization of the exciton hole. The cubic 
dependence of A& on pa can be understood taking into account that in the process B the acceptor-bound-hole 
changes the z component of its angular momentum by f 3  and the photon angular-momentum projection holds 
unchanged. 

At the [owenergy edge of the SFRS reaonance profile, Stokes and anti-Stokes linen are observed in the crossed 
z(Q&, uT)B configurations respectively (process A in la). In the recent paper it has been unambiguously shown 
that excitona bound to neutral acceptors (AOX complexes) contribute to this scattering. The AoX complexes act 
aa resonant intermediate states and scattering occurs due to an additional acoustic-phonon-misted spin tlip of 
an electron in the exciton. Thus, the whole scattering proceee looka as follows. The u,, circularly polarized light 
convert! -q3/2 neutral acceptors into IAOX, I )  complexes with the electron uncompensa.ted spin 8 = -q1/2 (stage 
Al). The generation mte is proportional to the equilibrium population, fm, of the neutral acceptor state with the 
spin m = -q3/2. The spin structure of the Kramers-conjugate states IAOX, I )  ( 8  = f 1 / 2 )  given by 

Here we denote by Iml , m; 6) the state with hole angular momenta ml, rn and electron spin I ,  Akh and Aeh rue 
the constants of hole-hole and electron-hole exchange interaction, AC is the zero-magnetic-field splitting between 
the f3/2 and f1/2 neutral acceptor levels due to the quantum confinement effect. While deriving Eq.(18) it 
was assumed that the constants Ahh and A6h are small as compared with the value of Ac. The next stage A2 
is the spin-ilip IAOX, I )  -t IAOX, - I )  due to absorption or emission of &II acoustic phonon. The most probable 
mechanism of the spin-lattice relaxation in AoX complexes is determined by the admixture of the 138, - 8 ;  - 8 )  

sLate in Eq.(18). At the find stage, A3, the AoX complex dh i la tes  with the &on of a u-,, photon and the 
remaining bound-hole finde itself in the inverted state q3/2. I t  follows then that, for a positive hole @factor and 
in a magnetic field directed dong the I axis, the Stokes scattering occura in the E(u+, a-)z  configuration and the 
anti-Stokes line should be present only in the t(u-,u+)Z spectrum, in agreement with the experiment. 

Another importaat consequence is that, in contrast to the process B where the Raman BhIft L given by A E  = 
3gAji& ( g ~  is the acceptor-bound hole g-factor), the shift for the process A includes the Zeeman splitting of the 
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electron apin etatea in the AoX complex: AE = (39.4 - g!)MB, .  This haa been vkified in expdmente" at a 
tilted magnetic field in which, in addition to  the acouetio-phonon-dated ecattering, no-phonon SFRS becomes 
allowed eince the electron in the AoX complex can change ita epin due to  Zeeman interaction with the in-plane field 
component. The main result of meaaurements at tilted magnetic fielda is the appearance of an additional Raman 
line under reaonant exatation of AoX complexes. Thus the Raman technique enables one to  measure directly both 
the neutral-acceptor and electron g-factora as a function of the quantum well width. For the GaAa/Alo.ssGQ.e.rAs 
multiplequantum-well etmctnrer, with the layer thickneaeea 46 110 A, 72/110 A and 102/110 A the following values 
of the g-factora has been found": 3 g A  = 2.4; 2.18; 2.09 and 

In addition to the etrongeat f3/2 4 13/2 SFRS linea Sapega et  al.l4 have observed two other linea. Their 
polarization properties and magnetiofield behavior indicate that they originate from the +3/2 4 -1/2 and -3/2 - 
1/2 interlevel transitions with the Rkman shift 

A ( f 3 / 2 +  ~ ~ / ~ ) = A c F ~ A w B ( ~  J-+:coad), 

where d is the angle between B and z. The interlevel scattering can be described taking into account the hole-hole 
exchange interaction in the AoX complex and M admixture of f 1 / 2  holea in the ground etate presented by Eq.(18). 
For the above three samplea the measured values of the 'cryetal-field' splitting AC are equal respectively to 7.3; 
3.5 w d  2 meV 14. 

= 0; - 0.11; - 0.23, 

6. OPTICAL ORIENTATION OF HOT EXCITONS 
UNDER DOUBLE %-la RESONANCE CONDITIONS 

Optical orientation methods can be helpful to analyze mechanisms of doubly-reaonant secondary emission 
of eemiconductora. In optical spectroscopy the double reaonance ie defined aa enhancement in the intensity of 
secondary emission under conditions where (i) the energies, hw and hw', of the incident and secondary photons 
coincide with those of two interband excitations (excitonn) and (i) the difference h(u - w ' )  equaln to the energy 
of one or few optical phonone. Thie effect which can be deacribed in terme of both reeonant Raman scattering 
and resonant photoluminescence has been observed in bulk materiala (eee l6 and references therein) aa well &B in 
quantum-wd s t r u c t ~ r e s ' ~ J ~ .  

In 18*17 resonant states for incoming and outgoing channels were 1s-excitone attached to different size-quantized 
subbands or to different Landau lev&. In ' the double optical reaonance haa been observed on the etatea el-hhl(2r) 
and e l  - hhl(l8) belonging to the same excitonic seriw and related to the lowest electron and hole subbande. CdTe- 
baaed quantum well srtucturea were chosea for the observation of the 2s-1s resonance because of the following 
reasons: (1) In CdTe, the energy of a longitudinal optical (LO) phonon is relatively low: M ~ L O  = 21 meV , (2) 
hi quantum wella CdTe/CdI-.Mn,Te (or CdTe/Cdl-.Mg,Te) the energy difference h a 1  between the 2s and 1s 
exciton levels remarkably increaaea aa a result of the quantum confinement effect and differs from h n ~ o  just by 
a few meV. (3) In the magnetic field oriented along the growth axis, z, the 2a exciton level undergoea a strong 
diamagnetic blue shift and the condition w31 =  LO in fulfilled in a moderate field B < 10T. The double 26-18 
resonance haa been observed in backscattering F&raday geometry for circularly polruized analyzer and pola.riw. 
In both photoluminescence (PL) and photolumineacence excitation (PLE) spectra the intensity of the sharp 1LO- 
replica haa been found to increaae rapidly with tuning to the double reaonance conditions (Fig.5). An important 
fact ie that a strong 1LO-line haa been observed not only in p d e l  circular poluizationn but alao in the crossed 
z(u+, U - ) Z  or z(u-, U + ) B  configuration. 

meV 

Fig. 5 The magnetic field dependence (circles) 
of the ratio between intensities of the 1LO- 
and 2LO- lines uuder double 2e- l a  reaonance 
observed in the CdTe/Cdo.ssMno.lrTe 85 A195 A 
multiple-quantum-well etmcture. Squaree 
show the 213-1.9 energy dbtance as a function 
of the.magnetic field. (From 

> w I  - 
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2s 

Fig. G Schematic repreaentution of two possible m e c h d s m s  for doubly-maonant 
28-18 lL0-uaeieted sccondtuy emidon. 

Let ue consider two poeeible mechaniems of the doubly-reeonant 2s-la eecondary embeion. The both u e  
illuetrated in Fig.6. For the direct doubly-reeonant one-phonon Raman scattering (see the twmtep  process of 
Fig.ga), optical excitation of the 28 exciton b followed by the LO-phonon-aeeieted traneition to the bottom of the 
Is-exciton aubband and then by emission of a photon from the 1s state. However the analyeie ehowa that the 
vertical transition 26 I r  + u) b ineffective. Really, in a bulk semiconductor, each a t d t i o n  is forbidden in 
the dipole approximation, i.e. the corresponding matrix element %:$, K q., where q, ie the ecattered wave vector 
(the difference between wave vectore of the incident and eecondary photone). Remind that by similar rewon in 
resonant spectra of secondary emiesion of perfect crystale the 1LO-line ie much weaker than the 2LO line. On the 
other hand, in the twsdimentional approximation the exciton envelope function ie factorized 80 that 

*s, = fs,(P)hl(za)'fhl(zh) (19) 

with the eame single electron and hole envelopee pel, (Phi for l e  and 28 states. Here f,,(p) ie the envelope function 
describing the relative electron-hole motion in the (x,y) plane and p = [(zo - z h ) 3  +(ye - ~ h ) ~ ] ' / ~ .  The condition of 
orthogonality between f l , ( p )  and fa , (p)  immediately makea zero the matrix element since for backscattering 
of normally-incident light the exciton-phonon interaction operator ia pindependent. Thus, the d u e  of Vlt$, can be 
nonvaniehing only due to the Codombpotential efect upon the electron or hole confinement along the direction. 
Farthermore, for the direct pro- of F l g . 6 ~  the exciton polarbation cannot undergo a remarkable change which 
contradicts to the preeence of the strong 1LO-Zkre in the epectra obeerved in the crossed circular polarizationa. 

The more redhtic mechkaiem in illaetrsted in Fig.6b: the 2sexciton b firet ecsttered from the bottom of the 
2e branch to the "hot" 18 etatea &ILEI&* by large in-plane center-of-maas wave vectors, K, then it is mdti-  
scattered by etatic m d o m  potential of the heteroetrnctnn and only afterwarde emite a LO-phonon. Obviody the 
eecond mechanism has more grounde to  be interpreted M a luminescence rather than Raman scattering. It should 
be mentioned that similar static scattering proceseee with a large momentum tranafer were euggested by Kleinman 
et d.'* and Gubarev et  al.'& in order to interpret their resdte on doubly resonant LO-phonon-aaeieted secondary 
emission rapectively in GaAe/Al.Gal,,Aa qumtum welle and bulk eemimagnetic semiconductor Cdo.95Mno.05 Te. 

According to  the theory of resonant eecondary emisdon in eemiconductors (Bee I ) ,  for the procese shown in 
Fig.6b the epectral intensity, I(w',w), of the lL0-phonon replica can be presented in the form 

where 

The notationn wed are aa follow: w ,  JO and e are the incident light frequency, inteneity and polarization unit 
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vector, w’ and e‘ refer to the secondary radiation, 

w ~ , , ~  and r 2  are the reaonance frequency and hokogeneoua broadening of the 2s-exciton , m is the exciton spin 
index. Dlr*” ie the matrix element of elastic ecattering from the state 28, K = 0 to the hot state lr, K f with 
the energy t r w , ~ J  and two-dimenaional wave vector K, the index f enumeratea the hot-exciton eublevels. The 
2s-exciton lifetime 

K J , o ~  

ia connected with ro and D1’*2’ by the relationa 

WK,K ia the probability rate for the elaatic scattering K -+ K’, T. ie the hot exciton lifetime with respect to inelastic 
proceasea, and yl,,,,,Kf Lo’q ie the matrix element for the transition l s , K j  + Ilm’ accompanied by the emiseion of 
the LO-phonon with the wave vector q. For simplicity we neglect the LO-phonon balk diepemion and confinement 
energy and conaider the phonon frequency  LO aa a conatant. The index I enumeratea the emitting weakly-localized 
and extended leexdton etatw with the spin m’ = fl and lifetime r11,,,t, g1,,,,l(w’) ia the density of euch states, the 
angle brackets in Eq.(21) indicate averaging over different states with the eame excitation energy hw’. &,,,,,(e) 
and MII,,,~ (e’) are the matrix elements of the exciton-photon interaction. Since here we conaider baducattering of 
normally-incident polarized light in the parallel or croaaed circular configurations &,,,,,(e) ie non-zero for m = fl 
rwpectivdy under u+ or u, excitation and similarly M20,,,,l(e) is non-zero for m’ correaponding to the detection 
polarization uh. 

If the exciton energy hhw,g, ia spin-independent and spin-Ep proceaaea are neglected, then the polarization 
of the 1LO-line coincides with the initial light circular polaimtion. However, due to the long-range electron-hole 
exchange interaction, the-exdton etatw 1 K j  longitudinal and transverse with reapect to the wave vector K are 
split with the eplitting hn(K) vaniehing linearly with K aa K -t 0 la .  Thia reaults in the effective exciton spin 
relaxation deacribed by the inverse spin-relaxation time 

where h.& ia the magnetic-field-induced eplitting between the exciton etatea with m = 1 and m = -1 and T* ia the 
momentum ecattering time. Note that the bulk-exciton epin-relaxation due to the longitudinal-transverse eplitting 
waa conaidered by Piku and Ivchenkol . 

If the spin-relaxation time T, ie much smaller than the hot-exciton inelastic scattering time T, the 1LO-line 
polarization ia henaitive to  the initial p o l h a t i o n  while ita intensity can depend on e via the factor lM2,,m(e)[2 
in Eq.(23). Thne the obeenmtion of a remarkable lL0-replica in the croeeed (u+, u - )  or (u-, u+) configuration is 
readily understood provided T, T.. 

The integral intensity J ( w )  = s dw‘l(w’,w) and integral photoexcitation intensity J p g ( w ’ )  = s d u l ( w ’ ,  w )  ILTC 

given by Eq.(20) where the &function ia removed, w and w’ eatidy the relation w’ = w - &.o and either w or w’ 
is conaidered aa a varying parameter. The frequency dependencee J(w’) ,  J p ~ ( w )  are determined by the function 
Sfp(K, w -  LO) in Eq.(20), by the emeared &function in Eq.(23) and by inhomogeneoua broadening. Qualitative 
analyeis of the behaviour of g11,,,t(w’), r11,,,t and IM1l,,,d(d)la near the exciton band bottom wlr,ml ahowe that 
S/p(K,w’) ehould exhibit a eharp peak red-ehifted from wl,,, , ,~ by 6w w A(PL - PLE) and characterized by the 
width 27 5 A(PL - PLE), Here A(PL - PLE) is the Stoked ehift between the PL peak excited in off-raonant 
conditions and the peak in the PLE epectrum taken at some frequency below the l a  free-exciton wonance (for 
the studied eamples A(PL - PLE) w 0.9 meV), Fnrthermore, let P(wl,,,,, - GI,,,,,) be the statietical distribution 
of the frequency wlO,,,, with mwimum at the point Or,,,,, and with the characterietic width 2p3. If 7 < f and 
fluctuations of the energy diataace between the exciton lev& 2e and l a  are negligible aa compared with r2 and f‘ 
then the dependencea of JPB(w’) for the ILO-phonon replica upon thg frequency w’ and %la spacing, W H ,  are 
governed reapectively by the parametem p and l’a through the factors P(w’ -  PI^,,,,^) and A(w21 + 6w - *LO, rg). 
Thua, from the reeonance profile of Fig.5 one can find 2W2 = 2.6 meV or = 1.3 meV for homogeneow 
broadening of the 2s-exciton reaonance. The inhomogeneoua broadening found from the width of the el - hhl(1r) 
peak in the PLE spectrum equale to  2hP = 2.1 meV and is comparable with 2W2. 

6. CONCLUSION 
Thus, the optical epectroscopy of spin-polarized excitons is an effective tool to propose and investigate mi- 

croecopic mechanism of the obeerved opticd proceases and to measure the exciton fine-structure parameters and 
damping rate aa well aa electron and hole g-factom 

The author ia grateful to P . L a d a r d ,  A.Yu.Kaminakii, D.N.Mrlin and D.RYakovlev for neeful discussions. 
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